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Abstract
Biocompatible actuators are widely desired for a variety of biomedical devices such as
micromanipulators, steerable catheters and artificial muscles but current devices have shortcomings
in the range of motion they can achieve. Biocompatible electrodes made from conducting polymers
(CPs) have been successfully created but achieving the spatial patterning of these polymers needed for
electronic devices like strain gauges, stimulation electrodes and micro circuitry has been difficult.
Previous work has relied on complex chemical incorporation of CPs into photoresists or
electropolymerization onto vapor-deposited metal substrates. A simple method to produce metal-free
flexible electronics would be highly desirable for biomedical electronics. This work explores the use
of photolithography to generate masks that can be used to create conductive CP patterns on the
surface of fibroin films with resolution in the tens of microns. This process was used to create uniaxial
strain gauges that achieved uniaxial sensitization and superior signal-to-noise over unpatterned films.
Drop casting and laser etching were employed to give silk films defined surface topology and the
mechanical characteristics and their performance as electrochemical actuators was studied.
Electrochemical actuations were not significantly affected by the topological patterns, however the
topological films demonstrated a promising ability to self-fold. Simulations of the electrochemical
actuations by Finite Element Analysis modeling was made possible by creating an analogy of
electrochemical expansion to thermal expansion. Analysis provided insight into previously
inconclusive experimental results and suggested a further analogy between potential distribution and
thermal distribution that leads to predictive models of both actuation and electrical polymerization.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Biocompatible Electrically Conductive Materials
The many possible applications of biocompatible electrical materials have made this an active and
growing area of research.1 Applications range from bio-interface electrodes,2–4 electrically controlled
microscale surgical implements,5,6 in vivo chemical7,8 and mechanical9,10 sensing, controlled drug
release,11–13 electromechanical actuators,14 and cell-migration guides.15,16 Materials that are traditionally
used as electrical conductors have proven incapable of the task due to either toxicity or poor
mechanical qualities. Toxicity generally arises from metallic and semiconductor compounds that either
leach toxic ions or catalyze harmful redox chemistry on their surface when implanted.17 Those
materials that do not have a direct toxic effect may be a mechanical mismatch for the tissues with
which they must interface. The high elastic modulus and density of metals is quite distinct from the
low density and modulus of bodily tissues. Under movement and stress, these hard, heavy items cause
tissue damage and the scarring and encapsulation that follows such injury both harms the implantee
and degrades the interface of the material with the body. There exist conductive materials that are
both non-toxic and flexible but still elicit a foreign body response due to the highly reactive nature of
the immune system.4,18 Strategies have been explored that will allow materials to go unnoticed by the
immune system such as creating ideally sized pores that allow macrophage migration and
polarization,19 or the release of bioactive molecules20 but these strategies require precise yet flexible
processing techniques that many materials are not compatible with. In summary the challenge of
creating a truly biocompatible electronic material is three-fold; it must be non-toxic, mechanically
similar to bodily tissues and able to be processed into a variety of highly defined shapes.
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1.2 Biomedical Actuators
A large amount of research has been done in pursuit of reliable actuators that can operate in vivo for
applications such as surgical instrumentation,21,22 single-cell manipulation and capture,23 dynamic tissue
scaffolds24,25 and artificial muscles.26,27 The current generation of tools use guide wires and pneumatics
to operate but have limited freedom of movement due to the bulk of these components. Current
efforts focus largely on three classes of “smart” materials; shape-memory alloys, dielectric elastomers
and electroactive polymers.26 Shape memory alloys such as nitinol are malleable when cold but upon
heating will spring back into a preset shape.28 These alloys are already in use for single-actuation
purposes such self-setting stables but face serious challenges for multiple actuations in vivo due to being
thermally controlled.29,30 The temperature changes needed to actuate the wires are often severe enough
to damage tissue around the device. Dielectric elastomer actuators are created by spreading conductive
materials on both sides of a thin, insulating, elastic membrane.31,32 When a potential is applied to both
sides, the conductive material on each side is experiences electromagnetic attraction and creates a
compressive force that deforms the elastomeric substrate. These actuators are capable of attaining
very high strains but need to operate at potentials in the kilovolt range, making them unsuitable for in
vivo applications that put them in direct contact with tissues.26,32 Electroactive polymers, specifically
conducting polymers (CPs) operate electrochemically and can be actuated with potentials as low as 1
V and as such are typically considered the best candidates for in vivo use.26
1.3 Conducting Polymers
Conducting polymers (CPs) such as poly(acetylene) (PAc), poly(pyrrole) (PPy), poly(thiophenes)
(PTH) and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) are part of a class of electroactive materials
defined by the extended conjugation in the polymer back bone (Figure 1A). This extended
conjugation dramatically decreases the work function of the polymer and allows for electronic
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conduction down the length of the polymer chain and between chains when adjacent electronic
systems overlap. CPs generally pass charge by means of positive ‘holes’, making them p-type materials,
but this is only possible while the polymer is in the oxidized state (Figure 1C). In order to stabilize
this state, anionic dopants such as iodide, perchlorate, para-toluene sulfonate (p-TSA) and
dodecylbenzenesulfonate (DBS) are added to stabilize the positive charges on the backbone and thus
increase the charge carrier population (Figure 1B).

Figure 1: Common CPs, dopants and polymer reduction/oxidation. A) Common CPs, B)
common dopants for CPs, C) schematic of PPy oxidation and reduction.
The electrical charge on the backbone of CPs can be exploited to create actuators (Figure 2). When
the polymer is electrically oxidized in the presence of small mobile electrolytes, the polymer gains a
positive charge. This causes anions from outside of the polymer matrix to migrate inward, causing
swelling. When the polymer is reduced the positive charge is eliminated leaving an excess of negatively
charged ions that repel one another and force migration out of the polymer, causing shrinking. This
process is referred to as anion-controlled actuation, as the flux of anions is responsible for the physical
changes in the polymer. Cation controlled actuation is also possible if a negatively charged ion is
entrapped within the CP. In this case when the polymer is oxidized it balances the charge of the
backbone and no net charge is present, but when the backbone is reduced the excess anionic charge
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attracted cations from solution and swells the polymer. A further oxidation causes an excess of positive
charge and expels the cations from the polymer, causing shrinking.

Figure 2: Actuation mechanisms in bilayer actuators. Left) anionic actuator mechanism, right)
cationic actuator mechanism.

CP actuators are typically fabricated as either bilayer or trilayer devices. Bilayer devices are fabricated
by the adhesion of the CP to one face an insulating, flexible substrate. These devices must be actuated
in an electrolyte solution with a counter electrode present to complete the circuit. Bilayer actuators
have the benefit of simplicity but must operate in an electrolyte solution and require the presence of
a separate counter electrode. A trilayer device can be fabricated by adhering the CP to both faces of
the insulating layer. In this situation, one face acts as the working electrode while the other acts as the
counter. This improves performance as one layer swells while the other shrinks, thus both layers
always act in concert. Furthermore, if the insulating layer is a material like poly(vinylidene difluoride)
(PVdF) it can act as a reservoir for the ions needed for actuation and the actuator can perform in a
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dry environment. The trilayer configuration benefits from being self-contained as well as having two
layers working in concert, but can be difficult to fabricate and are susceptible to damage that can cause
electrical shorting.
The major failings of CP based actuators are in the poor mechanical strength and difficulty of
processing the CP.33 The conjugated backbones of these polymers limit bond rotation and thus the
bulk polymers are often hard and brittle. Furthermore chemical polymerization techniques often yield
powders that, with a few notable exceptions, are insoluble in any solvent and cannot be compressed
or melted into usable bulk materials. Electrical polymerization techniques can yield a film of CP but
are limited to deposition onto conductive substrates and the mechanical problems of the bulk material
remain.
A common strategy to overcome the mechanical and processing failures of CPs is to form composites
with soft, processable materials resulting in the bulk having both intermediate conductivity and
mechanical characteristics. When creating electrodes or non-actuating devices, there are a wide variety
of suitable methods, such as forming composites with gelatin34–36 or collagen37 to yield conductive,
bioactive gels, composites with textile materials like cotton,38,39 nylon40 or other textiles41 can produce
conductive cloth. These materials are formed by polymerizing the CP on the surface or in the bulk of
the material, which is often complicated by incomplete CP integration and delamination.42–44
Conductive bulk composites can be made with polymers such as poly(capralactone),45 poly(lactide),46
poly(urethane)47 and poly(vinylacetate).48 The blending of these polymers often enhances both the
mechanical properties and processability but sacrifices electrical properties leading to conductivities
orders of magnitude lower than pure CPs.44
Actuating devices made from polymer blends pose an additional challenge as they must not have a
uniform dispersion of CP but instead require the CP to be deposited on one surface of a substrate
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film in order to attain the shearing action needed to bend. This is typically done by making a film of a
flexible polymer such as poly(vinylidene difluoride) and depositing a layer of gold via physical vapor
deposition. The conductivity of the gold allows for the electropolymerization (EP) of CP on the
surface of the electrode and achieving the desired architecture.49 This method produces versatile
actuators but relies on the metal as an integral component of the fabrication and operation. Ideally
composites of CP would be processable, metal-free, mechanically robust, would retain conductivity
and would fully integrate the CP to prevent disincorporation. Silk fibroin is one such compositing
material that has the potential to achieve all of these criteria.
1.4 Silk Fibroin
Composites made with CPs and silk fibroin show promise due to the exceptional mechanical
characteristics of fibroin and the depth of study already done with on the material, giving a plethora
of methods for processing the silk composites into a wide variety of structures and forming CP-silk
actuating composites without the use of metals. Silk fibroin is a class of structural proteins produced
by insects to form cocoons and webs, and the most commonly used variety comes from the Bombyx
mori silk worm. Due to the large-scale use of this biopolymer in textiles, it is both cheap and widely
available. The fibroin polypeptide derives its strength from crystalline regions with a repeated
GAGAGS motif that allows for extensive formation of α-helices and anti-parallel β-sheets.50 These
regions are interspersed with flexible unstructured linkers that allow the crystalline domains to migrate
and reorganize in the bulk material. The native fibers have an ultimate tensile stress up to 740 MPa,51
which is equivalent to high-strength steel. In addition, silk fibers retain flexibility and elasticity, having
a modulus of 10-17 GPa and the ability to achieve ultimate strains of 26%.51 Silk fibroin is also known
to be a suitable biomaterial having no detectable systemic effects once the associated serecin proteins
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are removed.52,53 While silk still produces a FBR, the longevity of this response is limited due to the
bioabsorbability of the silk, which degrades in vivo at a tunable rate.54,55
Silk fibroin has been extensively studied and as a result a variety of structures and organizations can
be achieved.53,54,56 Silk fibroin can be made into films via drop-casting or spin coating,54 hydrogels if
allowed to recrystallize from an aqueous state,57 porous scaffolds via use of sacrificial porogens or
lyophilization,58,59 nanoscale fibers by electrospinning60 and more complex structures by 3D printing.61
Silk fibroin has an unusually high tyrosine content (~5% of all residues) which can be the target for
electrophilic aromatic substitution reactions (Reaction Scheme 1).50 Diazonium coupling has
previously been used to graft on a variety of chemical moieties such as amines and sulfonates and
allows for tuning of the hydrophilicity and charge-character of the bulk material.62 The use of this
chemistry to add sulfonic acid moieties to the silk surface is hereafter referred to as acid-modification
(AM). After AM the silk matrix becomes more hydrophilic and allows for the creation of an
interpenetrating network (IPN) composite of fibroin and the conducting polymer polypyrrole (PPy)
(Reaction Scheme 2).63 This conductive and flexible material is the subject of our investigation as we
probe how it can be utilized in the creation of biomedical actuators and flexible, implantable
electronics.
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Reaction Scheme 1: Acid-Modification of Silk Tyrosine Residues

Reaction Scheme 2: Polymerization of Pyrrole to form Silk-PPy Interpenetrating Network

Previous work with CP-silk actuators has produced promising but limited results. These materials have
been successfully created63 and operated as both bending actuators and muscle-mimicking linear
actuators.64 While the base must be made from a silk-PPy composite, we have previously shown this
conductive substrate can be used for EP, which both significantly improves electrical performance
and allows the incorporation of a wider variety of CPs and dopants. 65 These devices however remain
limited to either bending or linear actuation, and the ability to predict and control this motion has
been beyond our capabilities.
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Chapter 2: Conducting Polymer Patterning
2.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 1, there are many approaches to making conducting biomaterials, but to date,
there are few methods reported that can selectively pattern conducting regions within the material.
Making patterns of conductive material on an insulating substrate would also prove crucial to the
fabrication of biomedical devices such as neural stimulation devices,66,67 flexible sensors7 and cell
stimulation substrates.15,68 One reported method applied a conductive pattern to a silk film by physical
vapor deposition (PVD) of gold through a solid mask that prevents deposition in unwanted areas.67
This method was both quick and effective but involves metals in the fabrication and can be quite
expensive as much of the precious metal is wasted on coating the mask and the interior of the PVD
chamber. Previous efforts to apply 2D patterns of conductive material to silk films by our group have
been successful but severely limited.69 Patterns were achieved by painting or printing AM silk solution
onto the surface of unmodified films. It has been previously demonstrated that CP polymerized in
solution with unmodified silk does not adhere well to the surface and does not form an
interpenetrating network (IPN) composite, while CP polymerized in solution with AM silk will form
an IPN with the AM silk. This selectivity was exploited to yield CP patterns and in combination with
ink-jet printing could achieve conductive patterns with sub-millimeter resolution.63 This process was
hindered by the fact that adding dopant to the polymerization solution (pTSA or others) greatly
diminished the selectivity of the process by allowing CP to strongly adhere to the surface of
unmodified regions of silk. Without dopant, the conductivities of the patterns were orders of
magnitude lower than doped polymers. The process had further problems of adding an additional
layer of silk that, as it dried, induced stresses into the surface of the films and caused uncontrolled
warping and curling of the substrate. Finally, the AM silk does not crystalize in 70% EtOH solution
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and thus 90% MeOH was needed for curing, causing the substrate to crystalize further and thus
increase in both modulus and brittleness.
Photolithography (PL) is a process commonly used to achieve spatial patterning of conducting
material in the fabrication of microelectronics and circuit elements due its exceptionally high spatial
resolution and high throughput. The process of PL is done by coating a surface with a light-sensitive
photoresist then exposing the photoresist to light through a mask. In negative-tone PL the regions
exposed to the light cross-link while the unexposed regions do not, causing the exposed regions to
have dramatically diminished solubility. When washed with solvents the exposed regions will remain
adhered to the substrate while the exposed polymer will be washed away, leaving a “negative” image.
In positive tone PL the opposite occurs with the exposed regions having their cross-links degraded by
the light and becoming more soluble. This process results in a “positive” pattern being left on the
substrate. Patterns of CPs on silk have been formed by the blending of PEDOT and
poly(styrenesulfonate) with a serecin-derived positive-tone photoresist.70 This method produced fully
organic devices with very high resolution, but the use of serecin, a protein that has previously been
linked to allergic responses, and the need to synthesize the photoresist make this a less than optimal
method.
Here a novel method is presented for the fabrication of conductive patterns by using SU-8 photoresist
as an embedded mask to achieve spatial patterning during chemical modification. This process retains
all biocompatibility as SU-8 is non-toxic and well tolerated by the body and dramatically improves
pattern resolution while avoiding the complications of the AM-silk ink technique. To demonstrate the
utility of this method, uniaxial, thin film strain gauges were fabricated and showed improved sensitivity
when compared to unpatterned gauges.
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2.2 Fabrication of SU-8 Masked Silk Films
An overview of the process used to fabricate these conductive patterns is shown in Figure 3. A glass
slide was cleaned and coated with poly(imide) (PI) tape. SU-8 adheres to far more weakly to PI tape
than glass and this property is advantageous to our processing. SU-8 2025 was spun onto the PIcoated glass, baked and then exposed through a mask to achieve a 20 µm thick pattern. The slide with
the patterned SU-8 was placed on a hotplate set to 60 °C and aqueous silk was cast on the surface.
This faster drying improved adhesion of silk to the SU-8 as slower drying caused uneven stresses on
the underlying SU-8 and resulted in premature and uneven pattern peeling. Once dry, the silk/SU-8
coated slide was placed into ethanol solution (70%) that was heated to 40 °C in order to mitigate heatstress on the silk. When the silk-SU-8 coated slides were placed in room temperature ethanol or cooled
out of solution, the silk layer on many of the samples cracked or shattered due to the stress from
differential thermal contraction of the various layers. The slides in solution were then allowed to cool
in an incubator that was heated to 40 °C then switched off. After 12+ h of curing, the solution was
slowly diluted with nanopure water over the course of 1 h. Once transitioned into water, the silk and
SU-8 could be manually peeled away from the PI coated glass, leaving the SU-8 embedded in the silk.
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Figure 3: Diagram of SU-8 masked CP patterning. The process to embed and use a pattern
of SU-8 photoresist to impart a conductive negative pattern in the silk substrate.
The photolithography tools we possess (Figure A1) can easily produce patterns with micron-level
resolution if the mask has a sufficiently high resolution. To optimize the process described above, a
commercially made mask with features as small as 10 µm was used. The manufacturer instructions for
spin coating profiles, bake times and temperatures were used to achieve 20 µm thick coatings. Due to
the crude nature of the light source for our exposure, it was not possible to calculate an exact energy
of exposure. Instead exposure was carried out for various times and the pattern was developed and
examined. Underexposed patterns (Figure 4A) began showing the pattern but had large voids and
poor adhesion to the glass substrate. By contrast, overexposed patterns (Figure 4B) showed good
adhesion and pattern fidelity but also poor removal of unexposed photoresist in small cavity regions.
Properly exposed patterns (Figure 4C) maintained good adhesion and pattern definition while also
allowing full removal of unexposed photoresist. Using these optimized parameters a linear pattern
with features as small as 10 µm was created (Figure 4D). The features showed good resolution and
aspect ratio, demonstrating the ability of our simple photolithography set-up to achieve the desired
performance.
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Figure 4: Microscopy of SU-8 patterns. Dark-field optical microscopy images of A) an
underexposed SU-8 pattern, B) an overexposed SU-8 pattern, C) a properly exposed SU-8 pattern
and D) a bright-field image of a properly exposed pattern with fine linear features. All scale bars
are 2 mm in length.
While the commercial mask allowed us to optimize the process, the actual pattern produced was not
useful. In order to achieve our goal of rapid-prototyping and testing, a more immediate method of
mask creation was needed. Ink-jet printing toner on cellulose-acetate films was found to attain
resolutions as low as 50 µm, but the edges adopted a grainy texture that was seen on the edges of the
printed regions (Figure 5A-D). Due to the partial attenuation of UV light (~20%) by cellulose acetate
films, the exposure time had to be increased proportionally.71 While the edge resolution is inferior to
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that of other masks, it produces a continuous region of photoresist that is sufficient for our purposes
and the masks can be made in a matter of minutes as opposed to days, and cost next to nothing.

Figure 5: Microscopy of printed photomasks and resulting patterns. Bright-field microscopy
images of A) a printed mask with circular pattern, B) SU-8 pattern exposed via printed mask with
circular pattern, C) a printed mask with a stimulation grid pattern and D) SU-8 pattern exposed via
printed mask with stimulation grid pattern.
The silk with embedded mask was then subjected to the AM and ChP reactions (as shown previously
in Reaction Schemes 1 & 2) in the same manner as unmasked sheets (Figure 6A-C). The SU-8 mask
was inert and did not react with any of the chemical modification solutions. Dopants, the small charged
molecules that improve the electrical performance of the CP could also be freely used in the ChP
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process. In the previous AM-silk ink method, the use of dopants would cause non-specific adhesion
to the silk film. This process however uses a mask to occlude the underlying silk, so non-specific
adhesion is no longer a problem as any CP that deposits on the mask will be removed with the mask.
The mask could be removed from the silk by adhering a piece of adhesive tape to the face of the silk
and peeling the silk layer away (Figure 6D-F). The majority of the photoresist stayed adhered to the
adhesive tape and the remaining fragments of mask were then removed by 30 s of sonication in water.
This process did not damage the underlying silk and all fine features from the mask were retained.

Figure 6: Microscopy of SU-8 patterns embedded in silk. Optical microscopy images of A)
SU-8 pattern on glass, B) SU-8 pattern embedded in yellow acid-modified silk (SU-8 appears blue),
and C) SU-8 pattern embedded in black silk/PPy IPN. Scanning electron micrographs of D) SU8 mask embedded in silk, E) silk after removal of SU-8 mask and F) side-view of silk after removal
of SU-8 mask. All scale bars are 250 µm in length.
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2.3 Strain Gauges
A uniaxial strain gauge was fabricated to demonstrate the capability of this process to produce
functional flexible electronics. Strain gauges are electrical devices that increase in resistivity under
tension and decrease in resistivity under compression. Most modern strain gauges are made of a thin
metal foil bound to an elastic material. When stretched the resistance of the foil increases and when
compressed the resistance decreases. Biocompatible strain gauges are desirable for tracking the healing
of orthopedic implants/transplants as they are sensitive to the mechanical loading on the injury site.72–
74

Modern gauges are effective but non-bioresorbable and thus require a second surgery to remove the

device once healing is complete. A more desirable strategy would be the fabrication of a bioresorbable
strain gauge that could be naturally degraded by the body after the implant has healed. As silk fibroin
is a bioresorbable material, fabrication with silk as a substrate is a step towards a resorbable implant.
Strain gauge performance is rated by a “gauge factor” that is calculated by dividing the ratio of the
resistance at a certain strain (ΔR) to the resistance when unstrained (R) by the strain (ε) (Equation 1).
Equation 1:
∆𝑅
𝐺𝑎𝑢𝑔𝑒 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 𝑅
𝜀
The typical gauge factor of metal foil gauges is around 2.75 Single-crystal piezoresistors may attain
gauge factors around 100, but are limited to very small strains.76 The best conducting polymer strain
gauges can achieve average gauge factors of 13 while some examples had gauge factors as high as 60
as well as being able to sustain strains up to 2.5%.77
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2.4 Fabrication of an Improved Strain Gauge
Conducting polymer strain gauges have been fabricated previously and shown to have gauge factors
around 13.77 The primary failing of these gauges is an inability to pattern the conducting material,
therefore they could not be sensitized to a certain direction of strain. This also leads to a large amount
of noise compared to the signal. In order to improve the signal to noise and sensitize the gauge to
only a single direction of motion, here a pattern of connected reciprocating lines of CP was patterned
into the silk using the SU-8 masking method (Figure 7). The effect of this pattern is anticipated to
increase the sensitivity to strain parallel to the lines as they all strain together and report as resistors in
series. This should also decrease the gauge factor of the device as the overall as resistance grows
proportionally to the path-length of the conductive pattern.

Sensitive

Insensitive

Figure 7: Diagram of conductive pattern on a uniaxial film strain gauge. Shown is the
pattern for a uniaxial film strain gauge. Arrows indicate axes in which the gauge is sensitive and
insensitve to strain.
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The gauges were fabricated by creating a cellulose acetate mask of the pattern shown in Figure 7 and
creating an SU-8 pattern that was used for embedded-mask patterning. The film was processed via
the standard AM and ChP methods and the mask was removed with tape and sonication. After mask
removal, the gauges were tested in a universal testing machine (UTM). Films were subjected to a
known strain while a potentiostat applied a steady potential of 1 V across the terminals. Changes in
resistance of the circuit were then measured and correlated with strain. Unpatterned silk-PPy IPN
films were also tested as a baseline with leads attached to either end of the silk-PPy IPN strip. Figure
8 shows the force and electrical response of both films strained from a pre-tensioned zero-point to
0.25 mm beyond that point. Both films showed a linear response to the strain applied. However, the
patterned film had better resolution of the strain profile, despite the creep observed in the baseline.
The high strain portion of the unpatterned films was exceptionally noisy and showed significant
artifacts, while the patterned film showed clean peaks and even reflected the step-wise nature of the
applied strain in some places. Both films were constantly under stress as the force response never
reached zero, however, both show a sizeable creep during the test that resulted in a steady decay of
the force response. The geometry of the patterned film unfortunately means that it is much more
susceptible to creep, which is evident in the steadily climbing baseline of the electrical response. The
pattern can be viewed as a series of smaller strain gauges in series, such that any increase in resistivity
is multiplied by the number of bands in the sensitive direction. As such, small amounts of creep are
also magnified making the patterned films more sensitive to creep as well. Future tests will include a
sizable creep and stabilization period in order to mitigate this poor baseline.
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Figure 8: Strain gauge strain-response testing. To the left are strain and force response plots for
both unpatterned (upper) and patterned (lower) strain gauges, to the right are the electrical responses of
the unpatterned (upper) and patterned (lower) gauges to the strains applied.

2.5 Conclusion
The technique of creating CP patterns in silk via embedded SU-8 masks has been demonstrated to
produce patterns with 10 µm resolution that are viable for use in biomedical devices. The processing
method demonstrated here has tremendous potential as it is based entirely upon commercially used
processes and scalable reactions with mild conditions and uses materials that are both widely available
and relatively inexpensive. This method opens the possibility of electrical devices that are both flexible
and biocompatible. Here, patterned strain gauges showed an ability to detect strain with 4.8 times
greater signal to noise ratio and less artifacts than a non-patterned gauge made with the same materials.
The applications extend far beyond those demonstrated here as silk is also well studied as an optical
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polymer and the potentials for this technique to be used for optoelectronics are not yet explored.
Furthermore if biocompatibility is not needed, this technique can be used with toxic but higherperformance CPs and dopants to achieve better electrical performance for flexible consumer
electronics. This method is also broadly amenable to patterning other biomolecules or signaling factors
on the surface of silk films.
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Chapter 3: Topological Patterning
3.1 Introduction
There are many potential biomedical devices that require a precisely defined topology in order to
function. Tissue culture substrates utilize topologies similar to natural extracellular matrix in order to
guide stem-cell differentiation and proliferation,78–81 self-folding films that are used for cell capture
rely on their topology to guide film movement,82–84 waveguides and other biomedical optics operate
by utilizing topology to bend and guide light,56,61,85 and devices that interface with tissues can use
topology to improve their performance.86 The area of self-folding films has inspired thought into
patterning electrochemical actuators in order to control their movement and increase their
performance. Self-folding films use topological cues such as ridges and grooves to guide a uniformly
expanding substrate to move in non-uniform fashion. The grooves create points where bending is
more easily achieved while ridges do the opposite. In combination these effects can be used to guide
films to fold into highly complex and defined shapes, such as pipes, cubes and even origami cranes. 87
The creation of such devices requires topological patterning techniques that are both precise and
efficient.
There are many patterning techniques that vary greatly in their precision and dimensionality as well as
their cost in time, material and energy. Drop-cast molding is extremely inexpensive, as molds can be
reused many times. In addition, drop-casting is highly suited to processing silk-based materials as silk
has shown the ability to adopt and maintain patterns with resolution in the tens of nanometers.88
Photolithography is another method of achieving surface patterns and may be used to create molds
or to create the mold itself. This technique requires the use of a light-sensitive ‘photoresist’ that is
exposed to light through an optical mask containing the desired pattern. Photosensitizers in the
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photoresist cause chemical changes that alter the solubility of the resist where the mask allows light
though. When the photoresist is washed with an appropriate solvent the soluble regions are removed
leaving a pattern corresponding to that on the optical mask. Laser engraving is technique that can
impart a pattern to the silk. In engraving a high-intensity, computer-controlled laser is used to
thermally disrupt the silk and impart the desired pattern. Laser engraving is the most flexible in terms
of changing the pattern as it is entirely computer controlled, but has lower resolution, may thermally
damage the sample, and is difficult to scale up for mass-production. All these techniques are capable
of 2.5 dimensional patterns, essentially a 2D pattern with controllable depth. True 3D control is
beyond the scope of these techniques, but 2.5D control is sufficient for the creation of many types of
biomedical devices.
3.2 Fabrication of Topologically Patterned Films by Drop-Casting
Films that had a defined topology were fabricated in order to test the ability to alter the mechanical
properties of the film and preferred actuation direction via topological design. These films were either
drop-cast into molds made with a defined topology or were laser etched with the topology.
The molds for drop-casting were made were made in a two-step lithography and secondary molding
process. The initial corrugated pattern was printed on a cellulose acetate mask and that mask was used
during photolithography to imprint the design into a film of SU-8 (as done previously in Chapter 2)
(Figure 9A). The SU-8 layer was either 20 or 40 µm thick and the resulting pattern had either 20 or
40 µm tall ridges. A secondary mold was then made using PDMS (Figure 9B). Silk was cast onto these
secondary molds and adopted the topology of the surface as it dried (Figure 9C). The film was then
cured, and AM and ChP were performed on the films.
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Figure 9: Images and Microscopy of PDMS molds and molded films. Images of A) SU-8
master mold, B) PDMS secondary, C) patterned silk film. Also shown are scanning electron
micrographs of D/F) cross section of PDMS cast silk film cast with 3% (w/v) solution and E/G)
PDMS cast silk film cast with 7% (w/v) solution. All scale bars represent 100 µm.

Silk casting methods were varied in an attempt to create films with good pattern definition and enough
strength to be used as actuators. When cast with 3% silk solutions, there was insufficient silk to support
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the structure of the film and adopted thick and thin regions that were reflected on both sides of the
film (Figure 9D and F). The grooves were far too thin and the films were easily ripped and damaged
by handling. The 7% silk provided enough material to support the desired architecture and the pattern
was restricted to only one face (Figure 9E and G). The edges of the ridges were not square but
adopted a rough morphology from the molds, due to the fuzzy nature of the photomasks that created
in initial master molds (Figure 5F and G).
3.3 Fabrication of Topologically Patterned Films by Laser-Etching
A topological pattern could also be imparted to the film via laser etching. To achieve this, a silk film
was cast, allowed to dry then cured in 70% ethanol solution to render it insoluble. Afterwards the film
was slowly reintroduced to water by gradual replacement of the ethanol. This gradual reintroduction
to water is necessary as sudden reintroduction causes severe warping and partial dissolution of the
film. The films were then placed in a drying frame that pressed the silk films between a hard backing
and a piece of porous cellophane. The pressing force caused the films to dry without warping or
curling, while the porous cellophane allowed for the water to escape and the films to dry more quickly.
This was required as the laser cutter has a precise depth of focus and films must be as flat as possible
to achieve consistent etching.
Optimizing the laser cutting and etching process was done by attempting to use minimal power while
achieving the desired effect. Laser power, cutting head speed, and pulse frequency were optimized.
Pulse frequency was set to the highest setting (100%) as lower settings resulted in a loss of resolution
(Figure A4). At maximum cutting head speed, a clean cut was achieved at 14.4 W power and thus this
setting was used for cutting. Attempting to cut the films while wet resulted in incomplete and
inconsistent cuts and greater thermal damage to area surrounding the cut (Figure 10). This was caused
by the much higher heat capacity and thermal conductivity of wet silk, which both reduced its effect
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on the intended target and spread the heat to cause damage to the surroundings. Lower speeds and
power resulted in additional thermal damage to the silk surrounding the cut region. For etching,
cutting-head speeds between 60% and 80% as well as laser powers between 7.2 W and 9.6 W were
investigated as these were the extremes between which usable films could be produced.

Figure 10: Comparison of wet and dry laser cutting of silk. Shown above are scanning
electron micrographs and optical micrographs of; A-C) silk film that was laser cut while dry and,
D-F) silk film that was laser cut while wet.
When optimizing etching parameters, a range of cutting powers and cutting head speeds appeared to
produce nearly identical results. Upon rewetting the films however, those etched with higher powers
and slower cutting speeds dissolved and disintegrated at the etched regions. When etched regions were
examined with scanning electron microscopy all treatments looked similar to one another from a topdown perspective (Figure A3). Cross-sectional images taken after cryo-fracturing the films in liquid
nitrogen showed the depth of the cut corresponded to relative amount of energy delivered to the film.
Higher laser powers produced deeper cuts while higher speeds produced shallower cuts. The cuts
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themselves were not completely cleared of material but instead filled with thermally denatured and
hydrolyzed silk proteins that are able to be washed away with a water soak. The films that were etched
at high power and low speeds often had grooves that penetrated 80% or more of the thickness of the
films, resulting in frail films that were difficult to handle. As the lowest power and highest speed (7.2
W, 80% speed) etches produced grooves that penetrated to about 50% film depth or less, these
conditions were chosen for fabricating actuator devices.

Figure 11: Cross sectional scanning electron micrographs of laser etched films. Films were
etched by a laser cutter at various laser powers and speeds and were cryo-fractured in liquid nitrogen.
All scale bars represent 200 µm.
3.4 Mechanical Characterization of Laser Etched Films
To determine what, if any, effects the laser cutting and etching process had on the mechanical
characteristics of the films, hydrated tensile testing was done. Flat 5 x 5 cm films were prepared and
dried for cutting, then partially etched with a pattern of grooves using 7.2 W laser power and 80%
cutting head speed. These etched regions were cut out using the laser at 14.4 W and 100% cutting
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head speed into 4 x 20 mm rectangles. Non-etched regions were cut to the same dimensions from the
same film to use as controls. For laterally etched films, the grooves spanned the 4 mm width of the
film while the longitudinally etched films were etched with grooves that ran the 20 mm length of the
film, as shown in Figure 14B-C. Films labeled as “drop cast” were not etched or cut with the laser
but instead cut from a larger film using a razor blade. The films were rehydrated and loaded into the
test clamps and the submersion chamber was sealed and filled with nanopure water. The films were
then stretched at a rate of 1 mm/min until failure.
The results show that the laser etching and cutting process does not have a significant impact on the
mechanical properties of the film, with the exception of strain at failure (Figure 12). The laterally
etched films failed the earliest and all failures started as tears that propagated from the edge inward. It
is likely that imperfections caused by the laser etching process introduced points of failure for the
strip. Additionally these points of failure would correspond to the edge of a groove that is
perpendicular to the direction of force, making this a stress concentrator. All other properties are
within the margin of error for their respective blanks and often the drop cast films as well.
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Figure 12: Mechanical characterization of laser etched films. Charts showing; left) ultimate
tensile stress, center) Young’s modulus and, right) strain at failure of laser etched films. Films were
submereged in room temperature water and stretched at a rate of 1 mm/min until failure. Error
bars show standard deviation, n=4.

3.5 Curling Behavior of Topologically Patterned Films
An unintentional side effect of both types topological patterning was that wetting and drying of the
films resulted in spontaneous curling in both plain and chemically modified silk films. The mechanism
for curling was different in both cases. With the PDMS cast film, the curling was seen only after the
films had been selectively chemopolymerized. The act of putting CP on only one side caused the sides
to dry asymmetrically, with greater shrinking occurring on the unmodified patterned side (Figure 13).
The modified side was not able to contract to the same degree due to the presence of the IPN, which
restricted the reorganization of the polymer matrix. In contrast, the unpatterned sheets exhibited nonspecific curling, while the laser-etched films uniformly rolled parallel to the surface pattern (Figure
14).
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Figure 13: Curling of drop-cast actuators upon drying. Left) Uniform contraction of an
unmodified drop cast film, right) asymmetric contraction of a silk-CP IPN actuator due to IPN
resisting contraction.
In laser-etched devices the films were observed to curl away from the etched regions. A possible
explanation for this may be the laser caused expansive stress in the dry film but due to the stiffness of
the dry material it could not reorganize to relieve the stress until wetted. Wetting could then cause
dramatic and permanent curling parallel to the direction of the etched groves. This is demonstrated
below, where films with groove cut longitudinally curl longitudinally while laterally grooved films curl
laterally. Unlike electrochemical actuation, this force is uniform across the entire film and thus the
effect is far more dramatic and takes place over the course of 5 minutes but is not reversible by drying
the films.
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Figure 14: Directed curling during wetting and drying of topologically modified films.
Pictures of A) Silk-PPy IPNs curling when drying, B) diagram and image of silk films both
unetched and laser etched with longitudinal grooves and C) films with laterally cut grooves.

Attempts to calibrate this curling by etching regions of different width achieved partial success but
had difficulty with replication. Films were etched with the pattern seen in Figure 15 with grooves
running either horizontally or vertically along flaps that we cut along 3 sides but still joined to the
center of the film. The patterns with vertical etches were expected to cause the films to curl toward
the center of the entire whole film and the horizontal etches were expected to curl towards the middle
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of each flap. The films with a greater area of etching were expected to curl to a greater degree. The
vertical etches did produce strong curling towards the center of the film that scaled with the amount
of etched area. The exception to this with the topmost flap that received the greatest area of etching
but curled very little. The horizontal etches did cause curling toward the center of the flaps and scaled
more consistently with etched area. The inconsistent curling was likely due to variations in thickness
across the film, caused by the coffee-ring effect when drying.

Figure 15: Curling magnitude vs. area and orientation of etch. Top left) diagram of laterally
etched film, top right) two laterally etched films, lower left) diagram of longitudinally etched film,
lower right) two longitudinally etched films. Thicker lines in diagram indicate a cut whereas thinner
lines indicate the position and orientation of the etched grooves.
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3.6 Topologically Patterned Actuators
The desired effect of the topology was to influence actuator movement, either focusing on linear
movement or out of plane movement. Films cast or etched with either longitudinal grooves to enhance
linear actuations or lateral grooves to enhance out-of-plane bending, were selectively acid-modified
and chemically deposited with polypyrrole to make actuation devices. These actuators were tested via
either free-end-bending (FEB) or linear actuation.
All actuations began with a cure phase of 2 Hz square wave potential from -2 to +2 V in order to
bring the actuator into a steady state regime and improve performance (Figure 16). This was followed
by a regime of alternating 0.033 Hz square waves at -2 V and 0.1 Hz square waves at +2 V. FEB was
performed by making contact with the actuator at the top of the film then clamping the top in place
and allowing the lower portion to move freely. In non-patterned actuators this produced a hinging
motion with most bending happening near the electrical contact.
A representative linear actuation is shown in Figure 16. Linear actuations were performed with an
Aurora Scientific muscle physiology testing apparatus to allow the measurement of stress generated
as well as electrochemical properties of the topologically patterned films. A constant 1 MPa force was
first applied to the film for 30 minutes to allow it to creep. To test actuation performance, the films
were then held at constant length, actuation was initiated and the stress generation was measured
during electrochemical cycling. Data acquisition is shown beginning with the cure phase and is
terminated after 10 cycles of the actuation phase. A significant relaxation can be seen after the cure
phase. The creep phase applied before actuation minimizes this relaxation but cannot completely
eliminate it. During oxidation an increase in stress is observed followed by a relaxation during the
reduction phase (Figure 16). The maximum stress generated between the peak of the oxidative phase
and the minimum of the previous reductive phase was measured when the baseline leveled out. A
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peak stress of 83 MPa is well within the typical range for silk-CP actuators. Laser etched films were
too frail to perform linear actuations due to their low strain at failure, so only data for the PDMS cast
films is given.

Figure 16: Representative linear actuation of a PDMS-molded actuator. Upper Left) plot
showing applied potential (red) and resulting current (blue) for an entire actuation, lower left) the
stress generated during the entire actuation, upper right) a closer view of the current and potential
in highlighted region, lower right) stress generated during highlighted portion of actuation and
calculation of maximum stress.
In order to understand what, if any, effects backing topology has upon linear actuator performance,
silk was cast on PDMS molds with either 20 µm or 40 µm deep grooves to give the desired topology.
The films were then selectively modified so that flat faces were conductive while the topologically
patterned faces were insulating and acted merely as support. The films were cut to 2 mm in width
either along the grooves to produce “longitudinally grooved” actuators, or against the grooves to
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produce “laterally grooved” actuators. Linear actuation was then performed and the peak stress
generated was compared between both orientations and groove depths.
The results in Table 1 clearly show no significant difference in actuation performance between either
orientations of grooves. There was a slight difference, yet not significant, between actuators with
different depth grooves, with those 40 µm deep generating moderately greater stress. This may indicate
that more material in the grooves themselves left a thinner backing and thus less material to resist the
volume change of the CP.
Table 1: Results of linear actuation of topologically patterned actuators.

Groove
Orientation
Lateral
Longitudinal
Lateral
Longitudinal

Groove
Peak Stress
Depth (µm) Generated (kPa)
20
46 ± 10
20
51 ± 11
40
72 ± 27
40
91 ± 17

Error reported is standard deviation, n = 3.

FEB actuation produced highly varied and inconsistent results. The degree of movement varied
tremendously from actuator to actuator with no particular correlation to topology or the orientation
of such. All actuators produced a hinging motion and attempts to direct this motion via topological
cues were unsuccessful. As actuators were crafted with a patterned and non-patterned side, CP was
deposited on only one side and thus the effects of patterning of the CP layer could be seen. While
there was little effect on the actuator movement, films that had CP deposited on the patterned face
had a much higher rate of failure. This may indicate that the patterning process interferes with either
acid-modification or the deposition of the CP.
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Overall this suggests that actuators that are merely chemically polymerized do not benefit from the
application of topology to their surface beyond a possible benefit from thinning. The primary reason
for this will be explored in Chapter 4 when looking more closely at the dynamics of actuation.
3.7 Conclusion
The ability to quickly generate topologically patterned silk films from either PDMS molds made via
photolithography or direct laser etching has been demonstrated. PDMS molding created robust films
that were able to undergo free-end bending and linear actuation. These films also demonstrated guided
curling when dried after selective AM and ChP. The topologically patterned films created via laser
etching were also able to undergo FEB actuation but due to their reduced strain at failure were not
able to be tested as linear actuators.
Neither form of patterned film produced significant improvement to electrochemical actuation
performance nor were they able to direct actuator movement. The exact cause of this will be further
explored in Chapter 4. While the patterned films did not improve electrochemical actuation, those
patterned by laser etching showed remarkable directed curling during wetting and drying. Further
investigation is warranted into the laser etching method as a way of creating self-folding films and
perhaps could be used to explore the emerging field of self-folding origami.
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Chapter 4: Finite Element Analysis
4.1 Introduction
Given the high processability of the silk/PPy IPNs, many more device architectures become available
for exploration than can be feasibly produced and tested. In order to optimize the devices for their
desired use, many variations can be modeled in silico and their theoretical performance tested to find
the optimal design. This process is commonly accomplished with engineering software that simulates
the performance of a device given starting parameters. The entirety of the problem of 3D mechanical
or thermal loading can typically be phrased as solutions to the boundary condition of a partial
differential equation, however the true solution for any complex model will be unsolvable. Finite
element analysis (FEA) breaks this singular problem into a series of smaller soluble elements. When
the solutions to these elements are found they can be assembled to approximate the larger solution.
The utility of such a model depends entirely upon its ability to approximate actual data and thus
confirmation of the model is required before it can be used as a predictive tool. Here, a simple FEA
model of actuation was assembled and both the qualitative and quantitative predictions were tested
against experimental observations to determine the utility of the model.
4.2 Creation of the Model
FEA modeling techniques are well established for many electrical, mechanical and structural analyses
but protocols for handling electrochemical actuation have not been fully developed. In order to make
use of this software, an analogy was used between thermal expansion and electrochemical expansion.
While the mechanism for these actions differ greatly on a molecular scale, in the bulk they can be
simplified to describe the same bulk movement. CPs produce actuation movement when the change
of backbone charge causes a flux of hydrated ions that results in a volume change proportional to the
potential applied and ionic concentrations.89 Thermal expansion is the uniform volume change of a
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substance due to the increase in average molecular bond length from added thermal energy. On a bulk
scale, the volume change from both thermal expansion and electrochemical expansion can be
described in the same manner. The degree of expansion of solid when under thermal load is described
by Equation 2, with “V” initial volume, “ΔV” being the net change in volume, “αv” being the
volumetric thermal expansion coefficient and “ΔT” being the net change in temperature (Eq 2).
Equation 2:
∆𝑉
= 𝛼𝑉 ∆𝑇
𝑉
The degree of electrochemical expansion is proportional to the potential applied89 thus we can equate
the difference in temperature “ΔT” with potential across the electrochemical cell “ΔEMF” we get the
following (Eq 3).
Equation 3:
∆𝑉
= 𝛼𝑉 ∆𝐸𝑀𝐹
𝑉
For simplicity of calculations it is assumed that the coefficient of expansion “α” is invariant with
potential. This has also be demonstrated in directly analogous systems and will be assumed in this case
as well.90
Previous FEA models made by Metz et al. to simulate these systems have modeled actuation as a
simple uniform thermal expansion across the entire length of the polymer actuator. 90 These models
were valid for their considerations as they made continuous contact with the conducting polymer by
way of a PVD deposited metal film layer between the CP and PVdF support. Using this architecture
Metz et al. was able to accurately predict bending angles and displacement at various potentials. The
actuators made in our experiment do not have a continuous contact with the electrical source but are
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instead connected solely at one end. Previous studies have suggested, and experiments later in this
work will demonstrate, that this causes a non-uniform potential to be applied across the CP.69,90
Simulation of thermal propagation and distribution was performed by solving the heat equations
(Equation 4). In the heat equation “u” is the temperature at any given point in space and time, “k” is
the coefficient of thermal conductivity and “q” is the heat flux.
Equation 4:
𝜕𝑢
= 𝑘𝛻 2 𝑢 + 𝑞
𝜕𝑡
If a steady state is assumed the equation can be simplified by assuming ∂u/∂t = 0. The equation then
becomes Equation 5, which also describes the distribution of electrical charge in a given space
containing a charge in electrostatic calculations. In this equation the change in “u” is entirely
determined by the ration of “q/k” and the FEA model reflects this.
Equation 5:
∇2 𝑢 = −

𝑞
𝑘

While a more complete understanding of actuator dynamics would require consideration of these
factors, the distribution of potential can be empirically measured and therefore does not need to be
predicted. In order to properly model this scenario, two parameters must be considered; the electrical
conductance of the CP and the conduction of charge between the CP and solution. “Heat” is applied
to one end of the actuator as a constant temperature and allowed to conduct down the film. The
electrical conductance was modeled as thermal conductance of the CP layer with the silk-backing
being modeled as a perfect insulator. The second part of the system to consider was the electrical
communication between the CP and the solution that forms one half of the electrochemical cell. For
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the sake of model simplicity, this was assumed to be uniform across the film and is modeled as a
constant rate of thermal dissipation into the environment. The plain silk backing was assumed to be
perfectly insulating and no dissipation was allowed through the back side of the film. The environment
and initial state were set to 0 °C, which was interpreted as 0 V potential across the system. This value
was arbitrary and chosen because it allowed easy interpretation of data. The potential drop of the
system can be seen as temperature drop and the rate of decay relative to distance was found to be
entirely dependent on the ratio of the model’s thermal conductance “q” and the coefficient of
convective dissipation on the face of the film “k”.
The electrochemical expansion in bilayer actuators, here modeled as thermal expansion, causes internal
stresses and therefore directional force generation by pushing against the non-expanding backing
during free-end bending actuations. This was simulated by applying asymmetric force vectors to each
node from both the thermal load and the restoring forces within the device. This process involves
large deflections and therefore linear approximations become increasingly inaccurate, calling for nonlinear solutions. These solutions are arrived at via iterative numerical analysis using the NewtonRalphson method of successive approximations until convergence was reached. For the sake of
simplifying the model, all deformation is considered elastic and therefore all mechanical calculations
are state-functions.
4.3 Measurement of Potential Across an Actuator
The empirical values of the potential across the face of the actuator were determined by a dualelectrode experimental setup (Figure 17). In this experiment two contacts were made with the actuator
strip; a “top” contact through which potential was applied by the first potentiostat and through which
current flows, and a lower contact that measured potential against the reference but no current was
allowed to flow. The separation between these electrodes was either 5, 10 or 20 mm to examine the
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relationship between distance and potential. Potential was applied to the upper contact to simulate
our standard actuation condition by either cyclic voltammetry (CV) from -2 to +2 V vs. Ag/AgCl or
bulk electrolysis (BE) at +2 V and -2 V vs. Ag/AgCl.

Ap
Vp

VK
x

Silk/CP IPN

PBS

Ag/AgCl Ref.
electrode

Platinum
wire

Figure 17: Dual-electrode voltammetry experiment schematic. Circuit diagram of setup to
measure the voltage drop along an actuator strip. The variable x is the distance between electrodes
which was varied between 5, 10 and 20 mm.

Dual electrode CV revealed that current drop across the face of a 2 mm wide actuator strip was
substantial. The potential applied to the top electrode was swept between -2 and 2 V vs Ag/AgCl at a
rate of 100 mV/s (Figure 18B) and the resulting current (Figure 18C) was not substantially different
between electrodes despite the fact that substantially more working electrode surface area was exposed
to solution in those with greater electrode separation. This indicates that the majority of current was
passing into solution via a small section of actuator near the contact region. The potential measured
at the lower electrode (Figure 18A) supports this hypothesis as the potential measured 5 mm away
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from the contact peaks at 0.7 V when a 2 V potential was applied to the upper electrode. This decay
worsens to the point that at 20 mm of separation the potential peaks at 0.2 V on the lower electrode.
A substantial phase delay also increases with distance, suggesting that more distal regions of the
actuator take longer to reach a steady state when a potential is applied.

Figure 18: Results of a dual-electrode CV experiment. A) Plot of the potential of the lower
electrode vs. the reference (measured at Vk), B) the potential applied to the top electrode
(measured at point Vp) and, C) a plot of current vs. potential of top electrode (current measured
at Ap, potential at Vp).

To find empirical values that will be used for actuator simulation, BE was performed at +2 V and -2
V vs. Ag/AgCl. The potential drop values were taken at 10 s after the start of application of 2 V and
30 s after application of -2 V in order to match phase periods used during actuation.
Perfect agreement between model and empirical data was not possible due to certain factors being
excluded from the model. As such, the error between model and empirical data was determined by
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the following Equation 6, where “a” is the empirically determined potential, “b” is the predicted
potential and “n” is the population (n=3).
Equation 6:
∑|

𝑏𝑖 − 𝑎𝑖
𝑎𝑖 |
𝑛

These values were plotted against the value of k/q that were input to the model and a minimum was
found by the successive approximations. A value for the k/q ratio of 0.766 m-1K-1 was reached. This
is the value of the Laplace operator and represents the propensity of a heat to travel along the
conductor vs. into the environment. A more uniform heat distribution (i.e. one were all points were
closer to the temperature applied to the top) would be have a greater value of k/q and would approach
a perfectly uniform distribution as k/q went to infinity. This value can potentially be used to predict
hinging vs. curling movement of the films in FEB actuations. Larger values of k/q will indicate that
more of the film is approaching the potential applied to the top and thus is participating in actuation
leading to a more uniform curling motion.
The FEB motion of the simulated actuators with dynamic temperature bears greater similarity to silkCP IPN actuators than those simulated using a constant temperature model (Figure 19). A uniform
temperature model of actuation predicts a heavy curve and uniform bending across the actuator
(Figure 19B). This behavior is not seen in silk-PPy IPN actuators, instead a rigid hinging motion is
observed with a large bend angle near the top and little or no curling towards the distal end of the
actuator (Figure 19A,C and D). The non-uniform heat distribution propagating from the contact
predicts a hinging motion that more accurately represents the motion observed in physical silk-PPy
IPN actuators.
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Figure 19: Qualitative comparison of new model to actual actuations. A) An actuator that is
operating on a uniform temperature model, B) An actuator operating on the distributed
temperature model, C) an image of a silk-PPy IPN actuator at extents of movement, D)
orthographic side view of actuator operating on a distributed temperature model.

4.4 Sensitivity Analysis
The fabrication methods for the creation of silk-PPy IPN actuators create significant variance in the
thickness of both backing and CP layers as well as the overall conductivity of the CP. To predict
margins of error that are likely to be seen in actual experiments, sensitivity analysis of these variables
should be performed. To do so, simulated linear and free-end bending actuations were performed on
a topologically flat, 2 x 20 mm actuator, and vertical stress and out-of-plane displacement were
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measured respectively. A “standard” actuator is assumed to have a CP layer 20 µm thick, backing 80
µm thick and a k/q ratio of 0.766. These values were used for all simulations unless otherwise stated.
Simulation of free-end bending was accomplished by securing the end of the film that was receiving
the heat flow (voltage) and allowing the unsecured end to move freely. For linear actuation, both ends
were secured and the stress that was applied to the lower virtual clamp was measured.
Interestingly, displacement during FEB and stress generated during linear actuation are not equally
sensitive to all variations. Both metrics are exceptionally sensitive to CP layer thickness, changing by
about 50% within a ±5 µm window from the standard value. Free-ending bending was relatively
unaffected by variation in T/C ratio as the majority of motion is due to the bending of the uppermost portion of the device and the T/C ratio primarily governs how much of the device is activated,
and to what degree. A point of concern may be the insensitivity of the linear actuation to backing
thickness, as there ought to be a proportional relationship between those parameters.
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Figure 20: Sensitivity of model to k/q ratio and layer thickness. Plots of predicted stress
generated during linear actuation and out-of-plane bending in FEB actuations when k/q ratio, CP
layer thickness and backing thickness are varied.

When known standard deviation from experimental variation is taken into account with these
sensitivities, the expected experimental error can be derived. For linear actuations the standard
deviation is ±37 kPa and for FEB the standard deviation on out-of-plane displacement is ±2.3 mm.
4.5 Effects of Backing Topology on Actuation
In the previous chapter it was shown that topological patterning has a marginal effect on the
performance of bilayer actuators. Here we sought to determine if this model agreed with those results.
To that end, actuators were modeled with the various heights and orientations of grooves that were
generated by the PDMS molding process (Figure 21). Laser etched actuators were not modeled given
their relatively higher complexity and inconsistency of fabrication.
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Figure 21: Models of actuators with defined backing topologies. Left) Picture of backing
and thermal distribution across the actuating layer of a laterally grooved actuator and; right) for a
longitudinally grooved actuator. Actuators shown have 40 µm deep grooves. Color on heat maps
represents potential relative to Ag/AgCl reference.

Simulation of FEB and linear actuation reveals that the model predicts that all treatments fall within
the margin of error for both non-patterned actuators and all variations on the patterns (Figure 22).
An exact match is seen between the non-patterned film data as these parameters were used to define
the model. It is clearly demonstrated by these models that experiments with silk IPN actuators would
not be able to find a statistical difference between these treatments, even under ideal conditions. While
this validates the results seen with physical actuators, it unfortunately proves that topologically
modifying the backing will not produce the desired movement biases and other strategies must be
explored.
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Figure 22: Model predictions for actuator force generation and movement: Left) Chart of
predicted and actual stress generated during a linear actuation with various backing topologies,
Right) predictions of maximum displacement during FEB actuation with various topologies.

4.6 Prediction of Electropolymerization
The process of sequential chemical and electrical polymerization (SCEP) is a technique developed by
our group that allows the creation of silk-PPy IPN films with a second outer layer of more conducting
polymer.65 This process works by exploiting the conductivity of the silk-PPy IPNs to allow for
electropolymerization (EP) of another layer of CP on the surface of the film. While useful, this
technique produces non-homogenous layers of CP with the highest conductivity near the electrode
and lower as distance increases. The mechanism for this is likely similar for that causing the potential
drop across the film and thus the heat distribution may be able to predict the distribution of
conductivities.
Previous work has established that there is a correlation between the charge passed per area and the
final sheet resistivity of the film.65 The sheet resistivity approaches a maximum conductivity, in which
the probed area behaves as if it were a pure CP film and not a silk-CP composite (Figure 23). The
charge passed is directly proportional to the amount of monomer polymerized as we see in the Faraday
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equation (Equation 7). In the Faraday equations m is the mass of substance deposited, Q is the total
charge passed, F is the Faraday constant, M is the molar mass of the substance and z is the number
of electrons transferred per ion.
Equation 7:
𝑄 𝑀
𝑚 = ( )( )
𝐹 𝑧
When this data is plotted, an exponential fit allows for a relatively accurate prediction of final
resistivity. If we assume a non-homogenous potential across the film then Ohm’s law states that the
resulting current would be proportional to the potential, resulting in a different charge passed at that
point. Thus the thermal analogy might also be used to predict in the final resistivities of the various
regions based on their modeled potential.

Figure 23: Plots of Charge Passed per Area vs Resistivity. Left) A plot of all SCEP
combinations and their resistivities at various charge limits and, right) a plot of PPy/p-TSA
resistivities at various charge limits.
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To test this, a film was made with an 8 cm long conductive region made by occluding the center region
with PI tape during AM and ChP. EP then was performed by making a connection to one end of the
pattern and immersing it in a pyrrole/p-TSA solution and passing 2 C/cm2 at 1 V vs Ag/AgCl.
Afterwards resistivity was measured at 6 equidistant points along the conductive portion of the film
(Figure 24A). A second EP was then performed using the same conditions but with contact made at
the other end of the film, and resistivities were taken again at the same points. The data from the first
EP was used to train the model and the second EP was used as a test of the predictive capabilities of
the model. The thermal equivalent to 1 V was applied to the model and the resulting temperature and
heat flux was measured. This was converted to a prediction of final resistivity by using the exponential
fit established for EP of PPy with pTSA.
The first polymerization was used to train the model with the error and the first point used to scale
the results; therefore, there is a perfect match on the first point. Subsequent points show good
agreement with the exception of point four, which deviates significantly (Figure 24C). The second
polymerization was simulated by performing a polymerization from the other electrode and summing
the predicted resistivities with the first polymerization (Figure 24D). In other words the “second
polymerization” is a summation of polymerizations originating from each electrode independently.
The agreement with the model deviates more strongly in the second model, especially at points two
and five and not at point four where the initial prediction deviated. A probable explanation of the
deviation at point four in the first model is experimental error, given the large error bars in the actual
value. The deviation at points two and five of the second model are at corners where heat-flux maps
show significant thermal sinks and is likely to be model bias (Figure 24B). Overall predictions are
good but need validation with other lengths, patterns and electrode configurations.
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Figure 24: Prediction and testing of post-EP resistivities. A) A diagram of the sheet with
measurement positions marked, B) the predicted heat flux of the thermal model, C) model
prediction and actual measurements of post-EP resistivities after first round of EP, D) predictions
and actual measurements after 2nd round of EP. Actual data is the average of 3 samples at each
location on 2 separate devices.

4.7 Conclusion
Here we have demonstrate the ability to use engineering FEA software to model silk-CP IPN actuators
by simulating electrochemical expansion as thermal expansion with non-uniform temperature
distribution. The use of a non-uniform temperature distribution was shown to be necessary from dual-
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electrode experiments that demonstrated a significant drop in potential all along the face of the
actuators. This method produced both a qualitative match to FEB movement in silk-CP IPN actuators
but also showed limited agreement with linear actuation data of topologically patterned silk-CP IPN
films.
Additional utility of the model was discovered when attempting to predict resistivity of a silk-CP
composite after SCEP. This method showed strong agreement to data for both single and double
polymerizations. Together these methods show promise but still require validation in a greater variety
of architecture and with other CPs and dopants. If the model proves valid for a wide range of
configurations, it would be a great asset for predicting device properties before they were fabricated.
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Chapter 5: Materials and Methods
5.1 Materials and Instrumentation
All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Alfa Aesar, Sarchem Laboratories (EDOT–OH,
New Jersey), or MicroChem Corp. (SU-8, Massachusetts). The Bombyx mori silk cocoons were
purchased from Oregon Silkworms in Bend, OR. Spin coating was performed with a SPS Spin 150
spin coater. A 365 nm UV LED LZ4-00U600 from LED Engin, Inc. was used for exposure in
photolithography. Laser cutting and engraving of silk films was done with an Epilog Fusion 120 W
laser cutter. Electropolymerizations and cyclic voltammetry experiments were carried out using either
a Pine Research Instrumentation WaveNow potentiostat or WaveDriver bipotentiostat, and data was
recorded by a computer workstation running AfterMath software. Counter and reference electrodes
were purchased from Bioanalytical Systems, Inc. Electrical measurements were made using a Lucas
Labs Pro-4 four-point probe equipped with a Signatone SP4–40045TBY tip and powered by a
Keithley 2400 SourceMeter. Scanning electron microscopy was performed using a Vega TS 5136 MM,
and optical microscopy was performed using an Olympus SZX16 stereomicroscope.
5.2 Photolithography
New glass slides (25 x 75 x 3 mm) were cut into 25 mm squares, and then 25 mm wide PI tape was
adhered to the surface and pressed firmly to eliminate air bubbles. The PI surface was cleaned with
isopropanol, and then slides were stored in a dust-free container. Films were spin coated with SU-8
2025 following manufacturer spin-profiles to achieve 20 µm or 40 µm thick coatings, then soft-baked
at 95 °C for 8 or 15 min respectively. Slides were exposed to UV under a collimated (22 cm, dark
walled collimator) LED source for 10 min using a chromium/glass photomask or 14 min when using
a toner/cellulose acetate photomask. The slides were hard-baked at 95 °C for 15 min then developed
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by sonication for 2-5 min while immersed in SU-8 developer solution. Slides were rinsed with
isopropanol, dried under a stream of nitrogen and stored in a dust-free container.
5.3 Creation of PDMS secondary molds
Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer was prepared in a 10:1 ratio of monomer solution to curing agent. The
mixture was vigorously stirred for 5 min then degassed under vacuum until no bubbles were visible.
Glass slides with SU-8 patterns were placed in 4 cm wide weigh boats and coated with a silane layer
by gas-phase deposition of tricholomethylsilane for 30 min to aid in release of master from PDMS
mold. The PDMS mixture (4 mL per slide) was poured over the slides then molds were cured at 60
°C for 1 h followed by 24 h at room temperature. The SU-8 covered slide was removed and the PDMS
mold was washed by sonication in isopropanol and stored in a dust-free container.
5.4 Preparing Aqueous Silk Solutions for Films
Bombyx mori silkworm cocoons were cut into pieces and then boiled in aqueous Na2CO3 (0.02 M) for
1 h. The fibers were transferred to boiling DI water for 15 min, rinsed three times in rt DI water (10
min each), and then left to dry in a fume hood overnight. The fibers were added to a beaker, and
aqueous LiBr (9.3 M) was added to make a 20% w/v solution, covered with foil, and placed in a 60
°C oven for 1 h. The resulting solution was transferred to hydrated dialysis tubing (Fisherbrand, 3.5k
MWCO) and dialyzed against DI water for at least 24 h, with the water being changed four times. If
needed, the pH of the silk solution was adjusted to pH 7 by dialyzing against aqueous HCl (0.1 mM).
The resulting solution was concentrated by laying the dialysis bag on dry PEG powder (10k MW) until
the desired concentration (6–8% w/v) was reached. The silk solution was then passed through a
syringe filter (Millex-SV 5.00 μm) and stored under refrigeration. The concentration of silk solution
was found by dividing the dried mass of an aliquot of solution by the original volume of solution,
giving the w/v fraction in g/mL.
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5.5 Preparing Silk Films
Silk sheets were drop-cast with 1 mL of solution dispensed over a 3 × 4 cm area on a silicone baking
mat from a commercial retailer or 0.5 mL drop-cast onto a PDMS secondary mold and dried in a
laminar flow hood. The dried films were immersed in ethanol (70% v/v) for 18–24 h to render them
insoluble in water and then transitioned into nanopure water by incremental replacement of ethanol
solution with nanopure water over 1 h.
5.6 Laser Etching Films
Cured silk sheets were allowed to dry in a Thermo Fisher Scientific GDF-20 Gel Drying Frame in
order to prevent warping while drying. The dried films were adhered to a flat glass sheet with PI tape
and placed on the cutting bed of the Epilog Fusion 120 W laser cutter. Etching patterns were made
using a vector design program. Cuts were made using “vector” mode at 14.4 W, 100% cutting speed
and 100% pulse frequency. Etches were made using “raster” mode at 7.2 W, 80% cutting head speed
and 100% pulse frequency. Cut and etched films were stored dry in a container.
5.7 Preparation of Silk Film with SU-8 Mask
Glass slides coated with PI and SU-8 masks were placed on a hotplate set at 60 °C and allowed to heat
for 5 min. Silk solution (0.5 mL) was pipetted onto the slide and allowed to dry on heat. The silk
coated slides were immersed in ethanol solution (70% v/v) for 18-24 h to render the silk waterinsoluble, then transitioned slowly into nanopure water gradually over 1h. The silk film with SU-8
mask embedded was carefully peeled off the glass slide and stored in nanopure water.
5.8 Acid-Modification of Silk Films
The diazonium reaction used to modify the surface of the films with sulfonic acid groups was carried
out as previously described.63 Silk films were adhered to a Petri dish with PI tape to ensure than
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solution contacted only one face of the film. If modifying a silk film with SU-8 mask embedded, the
mask was oriented upward so it would be in contact with solution. The films were immersed in borate
buffer (8 mL, 100 mM sodium borate, 137 mM NaCl, pH 9.0–9.5), and placed on ice. Sulfanilic acid
(34 mg, 0.20 mmol) and p-TSA (152 mg, 0.88 mmol) were dissolved in DI water (2 mL) and placed
on ice for 10 min. An aqueous solution of sodium nitrite (4 M NaNO2, 64 μL, 0.26 mmol) added to
the acid mixture and returned to ice for 15 min. The reaction mixture was added to the Petri dish
containing the silk films and left to react for 40 min on ice. The solution was decanted and the films
were rinsed 2–3 times with DI water.
5.9 Chemical Deposition of PPy on Acid-Modified Silk Films
Acid-modified silk films that are adhered to a Petri dish with PI tape were immersed in an aqueous
solution containing p-TSA (5 mM) and pyrrole (50 mM). Immediately following the addition of
pyrrole, an aliquot of aqueous FeCl3 solution was added to give a 15 mM final concentration. The
polymerization was left to proceed for 2 h. The solution was decanted, and silk structures were washed
with DI water and sonicated for 30 s then stored in nanopure water for temporary storage or dry for
long-term storage.
5.10 Electropolymerization of CPs on Silk/CP Electrodes
Silk films that had PPy chemically deposited on their surface were fashioned into an electrode for
further electrodeposition. Adhesive copper tape (3M) was affixed to one end of the film. The film–
copper tape interface was completely covered with PI tape, leaving at least half of the silk-PPy film
exposed. Alligator clips were then used to connect the copper tape to a three-electrode electrochemical
cell, where the silk film served as the working electrode, a polished stainless steel plate as the counter
electrode, and Ag/AgCl (in 3 M NaCl) as the reference electrode. The electrochemical cell was filled
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with an aqueous solution containing 0.1 M pyrrole, and 0.25 M p-TSA. The cell potential was held at
1.0 V and a total charge of 2 C/cm2 was passed for each film polymerization unless otherwise noted.
5.11 Testing of strain gauges
Uniaxial strain response testing was performed with an ADMET eXpert 7601 UTM with electrical
response measured by a Keithley 2400 sourcemeter controlled by a computer workstation running a
custom LabView program. Silk films were prepared either with a gauge pattern applied via SU-8
masking or as unpatterned IPNs. Films with gauge patterns had electrical leads attached to the pattern
terminals, the unpatterned IPNs had electrical leads attached to both ends of the film. The electrical
contacts and the distal end of the gauge patterns were insulated with PI tape. Samples were rehydrated
and placed into the load cell. The test chamber surrounding the cell was sealed and filled with nanopure
water. The film was pre-tensioned to 0.1 N then a program of repeated strain (up to 0.25 mm) and
relaxation was run while a potential of 1 V was applied and resistance through the film was measured.
5.12 Free-end bending actuation
Silk IPN films with a single conductive face were cut to specified sizes and contact was made with
copper tape adhered to the conductive face. The electrical contact was insulated with PI tape and
loaded into a polymer clamp. The clamp and a platinum mesh counter-electrode were placed in a clear
vessel filled with PBS (0.1 M sodium phosphates, 0.15 M NaCl, pH 7.2) and placed 3-4 cm apart.
Potential was applied to the film via a Keithley 2400 sourcemeter controlled by a custom Labview
program. The program applied a cure phase with a square wave potential of +2 V and -2 V applied at
2 Hz for 50 seconds followed by an actuation phase with +2 V at 1/10 Hz and -2 V at 1/30 Hz square
wave applied alternately for 400 seconds.
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5.13 Linear actuations
Silk IPN films with a single conductive face were cut to 2 mm in width and contact was made with
copper tape adhered to the conductive face. The electrical contact was insulated with PI tape and was
clamped at both ends leaving 1 cm of separation between the clamps. Stress and strain were measured
during actuation by an Aurora Scientific 300C-LR Dual-Mode Muscle Lever System equipped with a
600A digital controller. The lower clamp was attached to a stationary support arm of the tester
apparatus while the upper clamp was attached to the actuating arm by a loop of surgical grade suture
twine. The strip and clamps were placed in a vessel filled with PBS (0.1 M sodium phosphates, 0.15
M NaCl, pH 7.2) along with a platinum mesh counter electrode, placed 3-4 cm away. Films were
tensioned to 1 MPa stress under stress-controlled mode and allowed to creep for 20 min. After the
creep phase, the tester was put into length-controlled mode and potential was applied to the film via
a Keithley 2400 sourcemeter controlled by a custom Labview program. The program ran a cure phase
with potentials of +2 V and -2 V alternately applied as a square wave at 2 Hz for 50 seconds followed
by an actuation phase with +2 V at 1/10 Hz and -2 V at 1/30 Hz square wave applied alternately for
400 seconds. During this actuation, stress in the vertical direction was recorded by the Aurora tester
at a sampling rate of 100 samples/sec.
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Appendix

Figure A1: Photolithography Setup. The tools used for photolithography from left to right;
hotplate, potentiostat, collimating tube and LED with heat-sink, thermocouple reader, second
hotplate, and spin-coater.
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Figure A2: Pictures of strain gauges undergoing UTM testing. Left) An unpatterned gauge
attached to leads and clamped in the testing jaws and submerged in DI water, right) a patterned
film loaded into the testing jaws in the sensitive direction with PI tape insulating the lower
portion of the pattern from the steel jaws.
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Figure A3: Scanning electron micrographs of laser etched films. Shown above are
micrographs of laser etched regions of plain silk films at various laser powers and cutting head
speeds, which are reported in the images. All scale bars are 200 µm in length.
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Figure A4: Effect of varied pulse frequency on pattern resolution. A film that was etched with
a laser with at various pulse frequencies ranging from 0-100% of the instrument maximum. At
lower frequencies the dots of the raster pattern become evident as resolution is decreased.

